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AvaHost has just launched VPS hosting, virtual private servers which 
offer a fantastic alternative to shared hosting, with pricing as low as 
14.95 per month. This allows clients to enjoy the benefits of having 
control over hosting, right down to full root access. 

AvaHost is a shared and reseller hosting service which has now 
expanded to offer a brand new product, VPS (Virtual Private Server) 
hosting. As many users are looking low cost alternatives to shared 
hosting, this new product offers four different levels of hosting to meet 
user’s particular needs. 

Users may choose from the four tiers which begin at 256MB of Mb to 
1024 Mb. Guaranteed RAM will range from 128 MB to 512 MB. Offered 
disk space will begin at 10 GB going up to 40 GB and data transfer will 
start at 300 GB and go up to 1200 GB. 

All four tiers offer users full SSH root access, unlimited domain, 
development tools, the ability to install your own software, free DNS 
hosting, dedicated IPs, the capability to have your own DSN servers, 
reload and reimage OS, boot, shutdown and reboot commands, and to 
install can compile custom software. This new product also offers 
custom MIME settings, website access statistics, support for .htaccess, 



Cron job support, sendmail support, customizable error pages and 
access to both raw logs and error logs. 

The goal of AvaHost is to offer users an easy, low cost method to 
exceed the strict confines of shared hosting. One of the most engaging 
features of this new product is full root access, no matter which tier a 
user chooses. This allows for personal adjustments including the 
installation of custom software and network services. All VPS hosting 
accounts are hosted on Dual or Quad Xeon servers running the Linux 
operating system, which are well known for offering high performance 
and dependability. 

Everyone who chooses VPS via AvaHost, will be given a bonus package 
for webmasters worth more than $1300.00. This includes templates, 
graphic package, banner templates and a large assortment of quality 
eBooks with full Resale Rights. 

AvaHost has established themselves a strong contender in the web 
hosting industry, offering topnotch products and prides themselves on 
excellent customer service. With the launch of the new VPS product, 
AvaHost proudly states, “We devote ourselves to small to medium 
businesses and the personal user and with our the introduction of our 
new VPS we are proud to continue our commitment of offering the 
best technology at prices everyone can afford, in fact we offer a 60-
day Money Back Guarantee so that every client can feel confident in 
choosing us.” 

You may visit http://www.avahost.net to see more details regarding 
AvaHost’s VPS and read the details of each of the four VPS tiers. 
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